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Who we are:
1.
2.
3.

How we differ:
1.
2.
3. 

Who are our customers:
1.
2.
3.

Value Positioning
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Prospecting =
(Qualify 3) X (At Bats) 
It’s Always a Numbers Game

Creating an Opportunity to Buy
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PROSPECTING 101

Utilize technology to our advantage. Go Google search, association catalogs and begin your search 

for the type of prospect, the location of the prospect, and location details of your prospect. 

 

There are other websites that are pay for use…look at your budget to determine if they are cost  

effective ways to search for prospects. Some offer trial periods that you can take advantage of in  

the short term (Melissa.com, etc)

.

From the list you have created of prospects that meet your established standards, call by phone to 

either determine the name of the correct person to be sending your sales letter to, or verify that the 

name that is listed is the correct name to be sending your information. Let the person who answers 

the phone know you are sending information about your company that will benefit their client base 

and profitability…just want to ensure it gets to the right person…short and sweet.

Send attached “warm sales call” letter along with the exact time and date you will be calling (double 

check time zones!!!)

Suggested schedule would be 5 letters go out on Thursday…5 calls are made the following Tuesday 

(1:00pm, 1:15pm, 1:30pm, 1:45pm, 2:00pm). Let them know who you are, who the company is, how 

we differ and why they would benefit from a relationship with you that will either have them interested 

in continuing to talk or telling you they are not interested. 

If interested, set up either a face to face if possible or another time to talk more in detail….set the time 

and confirm that time one day prior via email or phone message after hours. If not interested, ask if 

it’s OK to include them in any mailings or correspondence that we send out in the future…remember 

it takes at least 8 times to have someone finally open the door enough for you to put your foot in…

persistence pays!
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SALES PROSPECTING LETTER

Prospect Business
123 Street
City, State 12345
March 4, 2020
Dear: _________,

I wanted to take a moment from your busy schedule to introduce myself. My name is
___________________ and I am the Area Sales Manager for a company I am very proud to be a part
of—Your Company.

Your Company is dedicated to providing large shade, ornamental and evergreen trees of the highest
quality available. In doing so, we commit to the following: “A perfect product, delivered in a timely way,
by a world-class team of professionals dedicated to the customer experience.” (Your Value
Proposition: WHY YOU?)

We have committed 2020 to be the year of consistency, accountability, ownership and communication
to each and every one of our existing and new clients. In doing so, we will stand above the rest as
your first and best choice for all of your quality ________ needs.

We realize it’s not just your ________that makes the difference. It’s the right ______in the right place
at the right time for the right customer… and our sales professionals are focused on those four
objectives with each and every ___________ Valued Partner.

We will continually earn and keep your trust, respect and partnership as we invest in helping you
grow your business!

Fill in Customer testimonials: Examples of what customers have said about our work…

I would welcome the opportunity to connect with you to discuss how we differ from the “business as
usual” companies that provide the services we excel at each and every day. I would also like to
discuss how a partnership _____________ would be beneficial to your company as well as you
personally.

Please be expecting my call on ______ at _______ to discuss how I may become invaluable to you
and the success of yourself, your employees, and your company.
Enthusiastically,

You.


